Into the Blue

Hold onto your VW wheel nuts Harry, it’s time for another VW article to
amaze and astound you. This time around being Tony Mudge’s amazingly
original 1962 Beetle.
Arguably, some say the most iconic VW is the early sixties beetle which I
had still yet to cover. I have been desperately wanting to cover Tony’s car
for some time now so, so I sprang at the chance.
The story starts with Tony being a teenage lad and mulling around the
Callary’s Service Station and VW dealership in Blackwood. He struck up
a friendship with Adrian Callary and used to help prepare the cars for the
Silver Star Series Car Trials, sometimes until 3.00 am in the morning.
Tony was given a green 58 Beetle for his sixteenth birthday (gosh some
people have all the luck, don’t they). Anyway in 1962, Dad had a Holden
Premier and decided to trade that car, along with the 58 Beetle for two
brand new identical 62 Beetles, one for him and one for Tony. Interestingly
enough, the cars had two consecutive number plates being 211404 and
211403.
Tony tells me that his father’s car, 211404 had an amazing balanced
motor and used to pull up Shepherds Hill Road in top gear without fail.
211404 was handed onto Tony’s brother. Sadly one weekend, he fell
asleep at the wheel and flipped the car end to end on the highway with
the car landing back on it’s feet, but beyond financial repair. Amazingly he
was still able to drive the car 7 miles into Whyalla after the incident and
lived unscathed to tell the tale. Back to 211403.
Tony’s car has many fond and fabulous memories. It was a family car and
Tony and Pam’s kids spent their childhood growing up and having many
adventures in it. Tony tells me of the sixties basinet, with two hooks that
used to slip over the rear seat. Apparently sliding from side to side, lulling
the kids to sleep; no strict safety regulations back then and both kids are
alive and well today.
The car was a family car and used to do many shopping trips not only with
his family, but he used to take his parents shopping as well. From about
1967, whilst Tony and Pam were building their house, it was a work horse
for over 10 years and their only car. Tony tells me he used to ferry bags of
cement during the build, back and forth in the trunk – priceless.
In 1975, Tony and Pam were looking at a brand new Passat and the dealership was offering a $200 trade in on the 62. After mulling it over, Pam
kinda stated that he may regret it one day and the decision was made to
keep it (good grief and thank god – phew!). Although, I believe he haggled
and the dealership threw in a Blaupunkt radio for the Passat, which made
things better.
Amazingly, I am currently looking at an invoice dated 27 July 1962 from
Callary’s Service Station, which was for the first service on the car. The
mileage was 300, and the total cost of the service including ‘inspection,
lubrication, engine oil, transmission oil, two rocker cover gaskets and two
oil strainer gaskets (labour included)’ was 1 shilling – 12 pence. Tony tells
me that this is about a buck twenty-five and we had a good laugh about it.
Walking around the car in Tony’s shed, all I could really say to him (repeatedly) was that it is just a beautiful car. This car has been maintained
and preserved to perfection. The bumpers, the trim, the paint, the rubbers,
everything, wonderful, just wonderful. I wouldn’t like to use the term
‘showroom condition’, but it comes bloody close.

Going inside the interior is the same. Not a mark, blemish or tear to be
seen. Incredible. The rubber mats are perfect and that steering wheel –
absolutely gorgeous.
I hate to say it, but I have a soft spot for the ‘CKD’ (Australian) upholstery. Something about the small beading, the heat seams and colour
combinations – fantastic. BTW you know your in a ‘CKD’ (Australian)
car when you look at the Speedo and see that word ‘Australia’ just
above MPH. You may even be lucky enough to have a Kangaroo emblem under the gas cap.
Before writing the article, I went through the photos to double check
and see what and how many accessories are on this car. I knew there
were a few but when the count totaled 20 I just couldn’t believe it (I did
in fact burst into laughter – in a good way).
Some, but not all, are: door hinge chrome covers, non glare rear
view mirror visor, chrome heater air vent trims, window rain deflector,
chrome hub cap pullers, curb feelers and best we not forget the Hazet
toolkit. The amber Bosch fog light was a fantastic NOS find from a mate
and Tony showed me the box it came in and even that was mint.
Gotta love the 6 volt Bosch driving lights. Nothing like a true VW
enthusiast bedlazzing the bejeesus out of oncoming motorists - fantastic. Interesting to note that the brackets for these lights were salvaged
from 211404. Note the 63 photograph with the fender skirts which were
subsequently thrown away and deemed to be annoying.
I could never really understand the curb feelers and thought of them a
bit ‘gimmicky’. However, when you have a brand new set of wide white
wall Firestones and (from experience) you accidentally curb them, what
a marvelous idea. They did make electrically operated ones which
activate a buzzer in your glove box you know.
After the shoot, Tony graciously handed over the keys and it was time
for a drive. I don’t need to tell you that it was smooth with no shakes
nor rattles, quiet and drove like a new car, because you already knew I
was going to say that, didn’t ya. Just lovely.
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In all honesty, driving a car in this condition just makes you feel a little bit
special. The 40 horser purred into action immediately and with the sun
glaring down on the ‘Gulf Blue’ bonnet and the pristine dashboard ahead
of me, I could have easily driven straight to Melbourne. I did ask Tony but
got a polite, but firm no.
I am very fond of this era beetle having owned two original 1961s (both
with the same mileage as Tony’s, being just over 100,000). I have driven
them to Philip Island and back, from Sydney to Byron Bay and return,
over the Sydney Harbour Bridge and back again (many times in one hour
due to lane confusion - I must confess).
Quite simply they are fantastic cars and it was a real treat to rekindle
those memories of mine in driving and covering this car.
Well, I purchased my first beetle in 1988, a 64 if you will. I have had a few
others and a kombi as well, which has ended in one Ghia that is certainly
swell. My perspective is that they are rather cool, mostly reliable, retrospective and interesting rides.
Another perspective.
Imagine if you will, for a moment, purchasing a car brand spanking new.
You had the car before you were married, or even engaged. You tied
the knot and whilst expecting your first, that car was responsible for the
midday/midnight pickle runs.
Your children were born and you watched them grow up in this car from
the basinet to those awkward teenage years. There would be many wonderful adventures in this car from family vacations to trips and outings.
Then one day your children have grown up (they never do) and are getting married. That same car is still there as their wedding car.
Fast forwarding to the present and that car still takes you out on wonderful runs, showing the stuff, performing admirably with the puppy dog
happily snoozing on the rear bench seat.
I don’t know about you, but if that car, was my car, I would have felt
happiness driving it out of the showroom. Looking at that car now, there
would be feelings of wonderment, respect and perhaps a little bit of love.
Wonderful.
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Many thanks to Tony and Pam for taking the
time to share their ride and for re-kindling
those great memories.
Until next time - George’s Dad
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